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Affinity Designer - the fastest, smoothest, most precise professional graphic design software for desktop and iPad.

Affinity Designer is the fastest, smoothest, most precise vector graphic design software available. Experience
the best PSD import engine out there â€” making it easy to collaborate with other creative professionals. With
professional color model support, full bit per channel editing, real-time pixel preview, image slices, masks,
adjustment layers and tablet support, Affinity Designer is a serious tool for creative professionals. Create your
own brushes too. Buy this one and be happy. It lets me do absolutely everything I could do in Illustrator, but in
a much more intuitive, quicker, and cost effective way. Spend the time learning and life is great! It is the next
step up in design work and, of course, it is cheaper than Illustrator and requires no Adobe subscription. Some
of the best features of this program: Layer Blend modes and brushes that preview immediately on the page
before commmitting any strokes or changes. Extremely powerful text tools and styles. Type, type and more
type! What an outstanding update! The ability to use all your cool fonts easily and even see which swash or
alternate to use is fantastic! Easy corner and curve adjustments of objects. Swatches of color where Designer
remembers each color you have used in the doc automatically. Easily switch between vector and pixel editing
using the personas. Live filter layers and adjustment layers that can be dragged into different layers or outside
layers at will. Screen redraws are nearly instantaneous. If you are a Photoshop Elements user expect to get
used to using layers and masks much more. Many keyboard shortcuts are similar but there are quite a few
different ones that are helpful. The video tutorials are excellent. Spend some time, even on the beginner
tutorial to see the workflow the designers expect you to use. Have now been using this program for a long
time on many projects. At this stage I normally start discovering the weaknesses of a program. Designer
makes all the elements available for editing, especially if the PDF was created in another publishing program.
Overall, this application feels much more thought out than Adobe Illustrator does, and much more logical. I
imagine the learning curve is much less steep. Things are easy to do and make sense. I am very happy with
this purchase! Actually I have received only bug updates so farâ€¦.. This is way too slow. We need those
usefull illustrator tools to create complex forms and manupulations to vectors. Updateâ€¦ OK this has been
overdue for an update with new much needed tools. I will update the review once they update their software
and actually see what they will add in the future. Much of their attention apperantly is now on ipads since they
released the software there too, and they are in beta for a publisher but the designer needs very very big update
with new features. I only used Illustrator once every couple of months but for a long time it was still a
necessary tool when I needed it. Affinity is the perfect fit. At this price all Illustrator users should at least try
it. This has been a known issue for months and there still is no fix. Marketing and advertising really lives in
the digital world now. We hated having to rely on graphic designers at printing stores. There are so many
changes that need to be made even after you think the final design is ready. Now, with Affinity Designer, we
have the ability to give ourselves a personalized and vibrant brand via our self-designed logo, our
informational materials, our website and our social media presence. It was the best thing that happened to our
business since us! This app is going to do everything I want as a professional designer. The few things it
cannot do that Illustrator can, are things i would almost never use, and I have read Affinity has plans to add
them. This is not just a bargain price app. I feel this app can replace Illustrator. I will update edit as I use it
more. Please do something about offering a bundle, or discount, for people who wish to use Design and Photo,
or at least for Desktop and iPad. Accidentally doing the same on my Macbook, I figured the mobile app was
more than enough, and requested a refund within ten minutes. Along with Procreate which is is a phenomenal
solution on iOS for illustrations and raster art , I had a full design suite that took advantage of the Apple Pencil
- beating both Adobe and Wacom to the punch in terms of hardware and software for the mobile platform.
Affinity Designer is now being used by me, across the board, from tablet to desktop. I was testing it long
before Pagemaker was killed off. Adobe has gotten lazy and no really groundbreaking features have been
added since CS2. Adobe knows this and that is why they have switched to a subscription model. You no
longer pay for new features as we used to, you pay just to access your files from yesteryear. In comes Affinity
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and WOW! The speed is one thing that blows away anything Indesign or Illustrator can do. Speed is one thing
but can it do the work? It is complicated but it pays off when things such as symbols or the artboards, or the
layers, transparencies only on certain colors of a gradient, adjusting noise in fills, etc. Or, how about a
pasteboard that you can rotate in any direction you choose? Colors are not quite so easy to keep but more like
Illustrator. No more guessing if you are aligned, or if you want to have an infinite universe? It will even export
them to PDF and they work. Adobe is limited to inches in Acrobat and Indesign Illustrator can go a little
larger but not much. You just use the one you need but you can open it in all of them. How about for the iPad?
Yes the files work and open in Designer there too and fully editable with all the same features. Metal 2 makes
the speed possible. It also lets the software run super smooth even on older Macs that Adobe products
becoming jumpy. What about Print Production? A program is completely useless to the "design for print"
world if it is not capable of being RIPped and looks right. I can confidently say that the files are coming out
great. The PDF files are much better than what is being exported out of Indesign. Indesign files either can
export to PDF or print to Postscript and then distilled. Many times the only way drop shadows will print
correctly is the second way and Distill it. Otherwise a box with different shade of color will print around
objects with drop shadows. This is not uncommon unfortunately. I assume that when Affinity Publisher comes
it it will. If you provide your printer with PDF files, which most people would, there is no problem. My
conclusion is this: The only thing you may have to do is learn how to learn again. The software is complex but
can do anything you throw at it. But it can import your PDF files and does pretty well. I suggest getting the
Affinity Designer WorkBook. If you are excited about finally getting competition in the graphic design and
illustration world, then this software is for you! The free updates over the past three years have been fantastic,
from robust artboard and symbol support to the thoughtful overhaul to the font selector. But I want a blend
tool, I want distortion envelopes, I want scatter brushes: Serif, please take my money! Baing able to handle
fonts is a HUGE factor in the graphic design industry - and should be in the top 3 things that should be
addressed before I can increase my stars opinion or even consider it a viable application against Illustrator in
the slightest. To the apps defense, it does do a lot with several great features and is lightning fast, which set it
apart from Adobe, making it well worth the price. Kick out Creative Cloud, Inkscape and Gravit! I have long
been an Adobe user since It was also my responsibility to find when to update the apps. Every update started
to become more bulky. But it gets worse. Back to Affinity - a huge plus - they have the same Shortcuts!!!
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2: Affinity Designer for desktop - Professional graphic design software
Ensure that your file has been downloaded and unzipped to use. 1- Open your image in Affinity Designer. 2- Once your
image is open select it. you will see the image selected in the layers tab also (background image).

Targeting The Context Toolbar In the context toolbar, the different options change based on the currently
active tool or functionality you have chosen. The dynamic UI makes it very intuitive to find what you are
looking for without going in too deep in menus and submenus as you might traditionally expect. The Hint Bar
The hint bar is located at the bottom of the page. It saves a huge amount of time by providing tips and
shortcuts based on the functionalities, tools or options you have hovered your mouse over, or selected. Right
Sidebar The right sidebar is composed of many useful tabbed panels. In the right sidebar, you can interact with
layers, brushes, swatches, colors, effects, styles etc. When the export persona is active the right bar changes
with three new tabbed panels. The export settings, the slices panel and the layers tab that gives you options to
selectively choose what to export and configure the many export variables presented in the settings panel. This
will detach the UI components from each other, letting you flow them on the screen as you see fit and
customizing the panel layout. So you arrange it based on your workflow. This way you can always keep your
tools tidy and organized within your reach, and not get lost around. It is a very useful tool when it comes to
working on projects that have a lot of detail and large canvas dimensions. Import and export PSDs Another
huge upside is the ability to import and export projects from Photoshop. For example, if you have designed a
mobile app in Photoshop and now you want to continue working on it on Affinity Designer, you can do that
with no problem and the whole design will be intact. Same thing vice versa. When you have a mobile app
design in Affinity Designer but need to work on it on Photoshop, you can export it very easily. PSD support is
a great feature since the industry standard nowadays is Adobe Photoshop. This way you can still work with a
team of designers who are not using Affinity Designer. Mode Mirroring Mode mirroring allows you to view
two states at the same time. Bottom Line Affinity Designer is a very beginner friendly program thanks to its
intuitive layout and modern design. If you already use Photoshop as your go-to design app, you will likely feel
at home right away. Could it be a simpler, budget-conscious alternative? Yes, I think it does. Meet the author
Mateo Prifti Mateo is a student constantly thinking about and building products that may have a positive
impact in peoples lives. He gets involved with everything that would help him facilitate the reach of such
goals such as programming, design, visual arts and business. Currently his main interests are youth
entrepreneurship and tech startups.
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3: Affinity Designer for bit Windows Crack
Affinity Designer is a full-featured tool well-suited for complex vector graphics illustrations and detailed icons. Sketch is
great for basic vector graphics and has features such as artboards and.

Affinity Designer gives you the confidence to create freely, all the while producing error free work. The power
available under the hood is monumental. Yes that means incredible speed, real time adjustments and super
smooth panning. But never is it more apparent than when you zoom. And then zoom some moreâ€¦ you can
just keep going! Advanced grids The options you have for setting up grids is almost unlimited. Precision
guides and snapping Laying your designs out has never been easier with fully flexible guides and snapping
options. Split screen and outline views A simple keystroke will have you viewing your design as a complete
wireframe, or even as a split screen if you wish. Full optimisation for UI, websites and app design If designing
beautiful screens is your thing then Affinity Designer has an incredible feature set for that too. Live pixel
preview Pixel perfect designs are assured by viewing your work in pixel preview mode. This allows you to
view vectors in both standard and retina resolution, giving you a completely live view of how every element
of your design will export. Dynamic symbols Symbols allow you to include unlimited instances of the same
base object across your project. Edit one, and the rest update instantly. This means you can design in a
responsive way, with items moving and scaling automatically for different device sizes. Artboards with no
limits Layout all your screens, pages, menus and other items in a single project across an unlimited number of
artboards. Professional output for print, screen or collaboration Advanced file support is at the core of the
back-end technology behind Affinity Designer. Customisable workspace Choose between light and dark UI, as
well as fully customisable toolbars and panels. Asset management A full asset management panel allows you
to build up a gallery of objects, organised in your own folder structure, making them instantly available in all
projects. Power duplicate Easily duplicate objects and repeat transforms all in one go. Fully customisable
shortcuts Enhance productivity with a huge library of keyboard shortcuts for tools, menu functions, views and
controls â€” all of which can be fully customised. Canvas rotation Rotate the page like you would when using
paper to sketch â€” includes ability to map shortcuts to graphics tablets or keyboard controls. Vector brushes
Apply realistic textured brush strokes along vector paths. Pressure editor Add and edit a pressure profile curve
along any path. Add noise Apply noise to colour fills for a textured look to your work. Insert inside, paste
inside Easily add artwork, objects or brush strokes inside an existing shape. Distribute Automatically
distribute objects, or to your own specific choice of spacing. Swatches Create unlimited palettes for your
work, along with support for. Saveable undo history Undo history can be saved with your document, so
whenever you come back to your work all your undo stages are always available. Embed and place artwork
Embed Affinity files, PSDs or other file types to help keep larger designs organised. Text-on-a-path Type text
along any drawn path with full control over start and end points. Live spell checking Spellcheck on the fly, or
on demand, with fully customisable dictionary. Smart colour picker Dedicated tool to accurately pick colour,
whether over your design or from any other window in your display. Text styles Full text style support allows
you to link the styles of text objects, like for titles, sub titles and body copy, together. Global colours Change
base colours and see all objects which use that colour all change simultaneously.
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4: The Trim, bleed and crop marks f â€“ Affinity Designer updated to Artboards! â€“ Designer News
Affinity Designer is a professional graphic design app for the Mac. It is comparable in many ways to Adobe Illustrator
and Sketch app thanks to its vector editing heart.

December 22, The title says this is a business card tutorial. But this is a very simple tutorial for creating
anything in Affinity Designer AD hereafter destined for print using a business card as the vehicle. The only
variances would be the page size and, depending on the spcifications obtained from wherever you will have
this printed and trimmed, the bleed amount. As a design gets larger, often times the bleed amount will be
different than this tutorial. One should always obtain the specifications for the job from the print establishment
that will be doing the printing. These first few paragraphs take far longer to write than setting AD up for this
tutorial. Once you have done this, you can apply this to any print job. If AD is not running, start it up. Type in
the values below. For the Color Profile you can feel free to leave it as is. A note about color profiles. One
should use the CMYK color profile as specified by your print establishment. The defaults for your region are
likely acceptable choices, but one should make note of their specifications prior to creating your print
document if at all possible. This will aid in bringing any RGB elements into the proper color space when
creating the PDF you will eventually be making to give them. CMYK colored elements do not have this
requirement as regards setting up a print document, though the conversion of rich blacks black made from
more than only the black component of the CMYK colors can and will have their "recipe" altered. Select the
Margins tab and type the values below for the margins. For most print work we should always use guidelines
for indicating the "Safe Zone. The Safe Zone is an area on the design that we want indicated so nothing of
importance will be so close that there is the possibility it can be trimmed off. So with business cards, it is easy
to get text so close to an edge that the small variance in the trimming process can accidently trim off text or
just cause the balance of space around the card appear off. Because we do not need to use the margins for
anything else, usign them to indicate the Safe Zone is a handy option and negates the need to drag out and
position ruler guidelines. Generally the Safe Zone is equal to the amount of bleed, which is the next tab. Select
the Bleed tab and type the values shown below for the bleed values. Now press the OK button and your page
will appear. AD at the time of this writing does not have means of displaying the bleed amount. It is there,
though, and any element that extends off the page and goes past this bleed amount we set will itself be limited
to the document bleed amount. It is helpful to be able to see this bleed amount, however. Until such time as
AD does display the bleed amount, we will create our own "bleed guide. Draw any size rectangle on the page.
Got your rectangle drawn? If it is not still selected, select it now. Remove the fill and make the outline color
Red or another color that will standout on the pasteboard. Display the Transform panel and make sure the
Proxy--the little square with 9 little squares on it--has the top left corner selected if it is not already. In the
screen shot below you can see it is the one that is a bit larger than the others and is white. Please note if you
created a page a different size than this tutorial, you will need to make your own adjustments to the rectangle
size. Our Business Card is 3. We set up the document to have 0. So our rectangle has to be 0. I would also
suggest locking this bleed rectangle. You do this by selecting the rectangle and clicking on the Lock Icon at
the far right of the Layers panel. This will prevent accidental selection and moving it. Now save your business
card layout for later use. If this were a completed design file, when we would go to export as a PDF, we
should turn off the ability to see the bleed rectangle so it does not get exported. You shut off the ability to see
the rectangle by selecting it in the Layer panel and uncheck the checkbox to the right of the object in the layer
panel. BTW, there is nothing preventing you from variations on this theme. Some buiness cards are made in
the vertical orientation. Here is the design page oriented vertically. Now all one needs to do is to add design
elements. That part is up to you. Do remember that while we have dealt with a small publication size here,
everything here is adaptable to any print project. If desired, we can go through how to put the above into
practice as well.
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5: Serif Affinity Designer MultiLang Winx64 Full Crack Download! - UltraVFX
Affinity Designer is the fastest, smoothest, most precise vector graphic design software available. Built from the ground
up over a five-year period, every feature, tool, panel and function has been developed with the needs of creative
professionals at its core.

Affinity Photo is something altogether new and entirely different. As a result, what Affinity Photo lacks in
beginner-friendliness, it makes up for in top-end features and a power-packed, fully customisable interface.
Handily for creative types, image files share the same format as the Affinity Designer graphics program for
full compatibility. Adding to the attraction, Serif has also developed a companion graphic design package for
the Mac, which goes by the name of Affinity Designer. Images for both programs share the same file format,
and are therefore fully interchangeable. Perhaps the most remarkable thing about Affinity Photo is its price. So
what exactly does Affinity Photo give you for your money? These include the Photo, Liquify, Develop and
Export personas, each of which has its own dedicated workspace. However, they go above and beyond mere
workspaces, with each bringing to the stage its own set of tools and modes of operation. The Develop persona
is stuffed with tools for getting the most out of your raw files, and for applying a wide range of corrections.
For processing raw files, your first stop will be the Develop persona. Support for new cameras and lenses is
being continuously added, with updates to the program so far being free for users. The control panel has a
wealth of tools arranged in tabs for Basic, Lens, Details, Tones and Overlays. Split-toning is a cool new
addition to V1. The main raw processing tools are many, varied and powerful, and there are additional tools
arranged in a vertical button strip down the left-hand side, for things like removal of red-eye and blemishes.
The Export persona has a wide range of file formats to choose from, as well as automatic resizing for doubling
or tripling image dimensions. A compatibility bonus when sharing files with other people is that Affinity
Photo can directly import and export Photoshop PSD files, complete with full layer support. Picture this The
real power of the program resides in the Photo persona. Non-destructive alterations are readily available via
layer adjustments, which include just about everything you could think of, from brightness and contrast to
white balance, colour balance, vibrance and beyond. The Photo persona is packed with tools that come
complete with extensively customisable options for fine-tune their effects. Fully automatic corrections include
auto levels, auto contrast, auto colours and auto white balance even for JPEG files. The Photo persona also has
a vertical strip of tools arranged down the left-hand side, most of which have further pop-out options. For
example, the Healing Brush tool set includes the regular healing brush and additional tools for patching,
blemish removal and red-eye removal, plus a context-aware Inpainting tool that does an excellent job of
removing objects from a scene and intelligently filling the space to blend in with the surroundings. The
Liquify persona comes complete with a mesh view, and contains a range of tools for push, pinch, twirl and
turbulence distortions. Finally, the Liquify persona hosts an array of pinch, push, twirl and turbulence tools,
complete with mesh view and the ability to freeze or thaw selected areas of the image. The speed and fluidity
with which edits are updated on screen is particularly impressive. Alive and kicking That speed is on show
throughout Affinity Photo. This makes the editing process wonderfully fluid, and enhances the creative
experience. The same immediate, constantly updating previews also apply to live layer blends, for which 30
options are available. Similarly, live filters offer instant previews and non-destructive application. The
inpainting tool enables you to literally paint people and objects out of a scene, automatically blending the
resulting hole into the surroundings. Similar speed and dexterity is available when retouching images, using
tools like dodge and burn, clone, blemish removal and red-eye fix. The latest edition of Photoshop CC offers a
noticeable speed increase over previous versions when using its healing, spot healing and patch tools but, even
so, Affinity Photo has the edge. Working outside the box, so to speak, V1. These enable you to use powerful
tools from Affinity Photo within the Photos app, including develop, haze removal, liquefy, miniature,
monochrome and retouch. Dual-plane perspective adjustments are available in the Perspective filter, which is
just one of many filters in the Distort category. Also, much like Photoshop itself, image organisation and
cataloguing tools are basic in the extreme. In this respect, the Serif program could do with a companion app
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along the lines of Lightroom. Verdict Overall, Affinity Photo is a fabulous program that really does rival the
best professional and enthusiast-level image-editing packages on the market. As with most photo-editing
programs, a day free trial version is available. Tech deals, prizes and latest news Get the best tech deals,
reviews, product advice, competitions, unmissable tech news and more! No spam, we promise.
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6: The Eclectic, Vintage Design Library: 98% Off! - Design Cuts
Affinity Designer is the fastest, smoothest, most precise vector graphic design software available for Mac. Whether
you're working on branding, concept art, print projects, icons, UI, UX, or web.

Affinity Designer is the fastest, smoothest, most precise vector graphic design software available. Design tools
redefined All the tools you need in a professional vector design app, from an incredible precise pen tool to a
super smooth gradient tool. All carefully considered and meticulously developed, they just workâ€”in
precisely the way you want them to. Built for your workflow With core principles of performance, stability
and lack of bloat, Affinity Designer has been meticulously crafted for a professional workflow. Cross platform
performance With a professional pedigree forged on Mac, and matched step for step on Windows, common
file format delivers stunning results on either platform. Just edit the pixels â€” Affinity Designer has a full
suite of raster tools too. Non-destructive effects and adjustments With a huge library of adjustment layers,
effects and blend modesâ€”combined with full support for masks and clipping layersâ€”Affinity Designer
offers the most advanced layer controls available in any vector based app. Flexible workspacesâ€¦ and
workflows With a focused, fully customisable workspace, including docked and floating UI modes, Affinity
Designer lets you work how you want. Add regular and custom 2D and isometric grids for flexible layouts,
work on multiple designs at once, and use macOS features like Split Screen and Full Screen. Plus, with
savable history, unlimited undo and non-destructive filters and adjustments you can always go back and
change your mind. Natural brushwork Use Force Touch, stylus pressure, tilt and other controls for
natural-looking artwork. Edit vector brush strokes as cleanly and easily as regular curves, and add raster
brushworkâ€”on its own or with vector artâ€”to add depth and high quality organic textures. Rotate the
canvas, blend colors, edit brush parameters, create your own brushes and nozzles, and import. Throw some
shapes Affinity Designer delivers a comprehensive set of shape primitives with easy controls for adjusting
geometry with corner settings and smart snapping indicators. A full set of Boolean geometry operations,
non-destructive compound shapes, and full node editing means you can create beautiful complex geometry in
no time. Just your type Add artistic text for headlines, text frames of any shape, or text that follows any vector
path. Apply sophisticated styling and ligatures, previewing all your available fonts and style sets in on-screen
panels. All the controls you need are built in, including leading, kerning, baseline shift, tab stops â€” and now
in version 1. New professional print controls Affinity Designer features full professional print output.
Powerful export In export mode you get a complete workspace dedicated to image export. For efficient web
and UI design, you can automatically create new files whenever your design changes, in whatever resolution,
file format and folder structure you wish. Open any native Affinity file in any Affinity app on any platform
and just keep working â€” with shared history, unlimited undo and seamless switching. And for export,
Affinity Designer takes all major file types in its stride. Incredibly powerful artboards In Affinity Designer
you can create an unlimited number of different design variants, sizes and screens â€” laying them out in one
document to see them all at once. When you come to export you get full control over what artboards to output
and with what settings, dramatically simplifying your workflow for responsive and app design. Operating
systems 64 bit:
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7: Business Card Tutorial - Tutorials (Serif and Customer Created Tutorials) - Affinity | Forum
If you have any questions about Affinity Software - then post in these forums.

Get a design Everyone loves a cool sticker, especially when you can let your imagination run wild with a
custom made design. But instead of using the standard square or rectangle shapes, why not create a unique die
cut sticker shape to make your work shine? Cut out business cards via Evolve Already ; Right: Set up your
document When creating any new document for print, settings must be made in CMYK mode and dpi, the size
will depend on what your creating and how big you need it to be. Create a bleed Seeing as the design requires
edge to edge printing, we need to set up a 3mm bleed line around the entire shape of the sticker. The easiest
way to do this is to first select everything and create a copy, placed directly on top of the existing design. Set
offset to 3mm or. As you can see the border limits have been enlarged by 3mm. Select this layer and place it
under your original artwork and name it bleed. You should have something that looks like this: Spot colors
refer to printing colors in which each color is printed with its own ink, whereas process color printing uses
four inks cyan, magenta, yellow and black to produce all other colors. With your layer selected, set the fill to
none and select a color from your swatches panel for the outline. Double click on your swatch to create a spot
color. This step is the most important part in creating your die line. In the color type box, we must select spot
color. This will take this particular color and make it its own plate for the printing process later on. We need to
select Overprint stroke, the reason being we want the colours of sticker design to print underneath the die line.
You will see plates for CMYK and your spot colour die line. Check overprint stroke in attributes to make sure
the colours below are printed Have you created a die cut sticker? Share your work in the comments below!
Ekiem via Behance The author Marta Custic a freelance graphic designer. Originally from Melbourne,
Australia, she is now based in Croatia, where she got her degree from the Faculty of Graphic Arts. See her
99designs portfolio here.
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8: About the AffinityÂ® Color Collection | Benjamin Moore
This is a Tutorial that explain how it work the Vector Crop Tool. Very useful tool that maintains intact the objects inside
the crop. You can reedit the objets inside the crop. It works like a.

Affinity Designer has an automatic grid that will show smaller and smaller sub-divisions as you zoom in but
you can also set your own fixed grids using Grid and Axis Manager. The manager has two modes: The Basic
mode allows you to specify the spacing of grid lines and the number of divisions. With the Grid and Axis
Manager you can set the vertical and horizontal or diagonal grid lines separately or, in the Advanced Mode,
make them uniform. Additionally, Affinity Designer gives you the option of setting a gutter between grid
divisions so you can have isolated grid cells instead of a uniform grid that covers your entire workspace with a
single grid. It is difficult to cover grids without, at least, mentioning slices, exporting, and snapping. Icon
designers rarely create icon sets of a single icon. We like large icon sets of hundreds even thousands of icons.
Affinity Designer gives the icon designer some well thought-out and convenient tools for creating large icon
sets. The ability to create isolated grids, create slices that then have their own export settings, and export to
various sizes and formats is ideally-suited to icon design. One especially nice feature about the Grid and Axis
Manager is that you can keep the dialog open while you work so you can quickly make changes to settings
then change them back as-needed. I also really love the fine-grained control Affinity Designer gives you over
the different aspects of your grids. Also, setting up isolated grids is perfect for creating large icon sets. You
can set the exact size of an Artboard in pixels in the Transform panel which is by default in the bottom right
part. As such, the team at Serif Labs has put the most effort into planning and developing the Pen Tool. One
really cannot talk about the Pen Tool, however, without also talking about the Node Tool. The Pen Tool is
used to draw paths and the Node Tool is specifically for manipulating the points, or nodes, along a path as
well as manipulating curves after they are created. With the Pen Tool selected, you can access the Node Tool
at any time by holding down the Command key. Those were my words in my first review of Affinity Designer
in Let me say it now: My words were an attempt to be witty and though that was truly my initial impression,
the statement was made out of ignorance of the full power of the Pen Tool in Affinity Designer. The best
analog I can think of for the Pen Tool in Affinity Designer is drawing with a nice, soft but well-sharpened 2B
pencil on high-quality cotton paper. Technically not much different than in Illustrator, so you can get used to
quite fast. You will see right away that there are a lot of options which means two things: A full tutorial of
how to use the Snapping Manager is beyond the scope of our concerns here, but there are plenty of tutorials
available online and a lot of information from users and the Affinity Designer team in their forum. Since we
are concerned, primarily, with icon design in this review, we will focus on the Snap to Grid capabilities of
Affinity Designer. To configure the Snapping Manager to snap to grid, click the Enable Snapping check box
watch the video below for more details. Uncheck all other options. Now, when you create a point, curve, or
move an object or node, they will align to the nearest grid line. Illustrator has had some ongoing issues related
to Align to Pixel Grid and snapping. Affinity Designer just gets this right. In Illustrator, snapping aligns the
center of nodes and paths to the grid line, but if you have a stroked line, you most likely want the edge of the
stroke to align to the grid line and the center of the node or path to snap half-way between the grid lines.
Affinity Designer actually allows both behaviors. I also really like the colored UI feedback when you are
aligned with a grid line or grid intersection. Without always zooming in, you can also handle 1-pixel outlines,
by setting up a grid with double as much divisions as your artboard size is. Manipulating Curves The basic
function of any vector authoring software is creating and manipulating Bezier Curves. Every vector
application treats this core functionality essentially the same and Affinity Designer is no different in this
respect. To create a path, use the Pen Tool with Pen Mode selected , place a starting point, then click and drag
points as-needed to create curves. You can switch to the Node Tool to manipulate existing nodes, add new
nodes on the path simply by clicking anywhere on the path, or delete nodes by simply selecting a node and
pressing the Delete key. You can also change the arc of a path by clicking and holding anywhere on the path
and dragging it to the shape you want. You can also manipulate multiple segments of the path by holding
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down the shift key and clicking multiple nodes. Also, Affinity Designer does a better job with converting node
types smooth, corner, etc than Illustrator does. To get comparable ease-of-use with Illustrator, you need to
install the PathFinder plugin from Astute Graphics â€” a wonderful tool, to be sure, but an added expense. To
select a shape or path, you need to select the complete area, not just parts of it hard when working with larger
shapes or when zoomed-in. Unlike Illustrator, you cannot select a fill-less shape by clicking somewhere on
that shape. You have to select the nodes that surround that segment one at a time and click Break Curve with
the Node Tool. Then click anywhere on the canvas to deselect the entire shape and click on the segment to
select and delete it. Affinity Designer has no correlate to using the Pen Tool to click the point at the end of a
line segment, then clicking another open point to join them. To join points in Affinity Designer, you select the
two points with the Node Tool, then click the Join Curves action from the Actions tool bar. The nodes that are
closest together will be joined. If you want to delete multiple points, hold the Shift key and select each
individual point, or click and drag a marquee to selected any points that a fall within the marquee, then press
Delete. The adjacent segments will not be deleted but the curve may be simplified since you are removing
points. The path will then nicely adapt. Adobe Illustrator does have some more advanced features with strokes
such as applying multiple strokes to the same path and adding decorative end caps such as arrows. Affinity
Designer is aware of both of these requests from users, however, and Matt Priestley, in an interview on the
Affinity blog has assured users the features are coming, though no release date has been set. Somehow strange
that, although I set the document units to be in pixels, I had to turn off stroke units to be in points. Two
features are very cool: Affinity Designer does not have an equivalent for every Pathfinder operation found in
Illustrator, but it has the ones the typical icon designer is likely to need. Minus Back operation is missing, but
you can live without it. In Illustrator, I very often use a path to divide or trim a shape. When uniting shapes
with different strokes, the new shape will have the stroke from the shape that is in the back. There is an
equivalent to the Navigator palette that allows you to click a region of a thumbnail of your workspace to jump
to that location. In the latest version of Illustrator CC In the Affinity Designer 1. Each View Mode also has a
corresponding keyboard shortcut. Split View allows you to swipe a control handle back-and-forth across the
screen to show Vector preview on one side and Pixel preview on the other. The only issue I have with preview
in Affinity Designer is that if I use the keyboard shortcuts to switch to outline mode then toggle back, the
View Mode defaults to vector. Though the features are not identical in each of the three apps, they work
essentially the same: You can specify some asset within a document to export in any combination of sizes and
formats you need. Export Personas allows you to define export presets in a powerful array of configurations.
When you create a new artboard, it is automatically set up with a slice as well, but you are not limited to only
the slices created for each artboard. You can create your own slices using the Slice Tool in the toolbox on the
left-hand side of your screen. Once you have set up your slices for each desired export, you can click the
arrow to the left of the slice thumbnail in the Slices palette. The slice will have the first export defined based
on the Export defaults which you can change to suit your needs. Additionally, with Continuous Export
enabled, designers can carefully set up the export settings they need and not really have to mess with them
again. They work exactly as I expect them to and give me all of the tools I need. One thing I do like, very
much, is the thoughtful integration between Grids, Slices, and Exports. For icon designers, these three,
together with snapping is a very powerful combination that will make working on very large sets of icons
much easier. If one adds in Continuous Export to their workflow, I think icon designers would do well to
seriously consider Affinity Designer as an alternative to Adobe Illustrator. After discovering Export Persona, I
found the kinda hidden export functionalities that are needed, when creating an icon set. You can export
artboards or slices to multiple sizes and formats. When users participate in the Affinity forums, they are not
talking to customer service representatives who are several steps removed from the designing and building of
the product, reading from a script. Every request, question, and suggestion has been taken seriously and
responded to with sincerity and insight. It makes you feel valued as a professional and as a person. They will,
no doubt, continue to rage for years to come. Though it should be mentioned that even today, in , FreeHand is
still available for purchase at Adobe. This is, we believe, to their credit and rather unprecedented in the
software industry to continue to sell and provide support, if not updates for an application that was at
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end-of-life before Adobe acquired it and has been frozen for nine years. It is not our job in this space to judge
what did or did not happen to FreeHand, but we do encourage you to research the matter. It is fascinating and
as the saying goes, there are two sides to every story. But Affinity Designer will not only appeal to disgruntled
FreeHand users. But Affinity Designer is far more than just a cheaper alternative to Adobe Illustrator. This is
seriously powerful, well-designed software that gets the job done in an intuitive and very user-friendly way.
One criticism of Affinity Designer and of this review series has been the Mac-centrism. This is a fair criticism,
though design, in general, is Mac-centric simply because of the market. We, nor software makers, chose that
reality, customers did. Adobe Illustrator has been available for Windows since Windows 2. Affinity Designer
started life as a Mac-only application but a free beta for Windows is now available at https: Affinity Designer,
even with Affinity Photo and Affinity Publisher is still a very young suite of applications and they are decades
behind Adobe in some areas. But the design and publishing market is very large and there is no obligation to
compete with Adobe in the enterprise space.
9: 27 best Affinity designer (Serif) images on Pinterest in | Serif, Sheriff and Tally marks
Affinity Designer is the fastest, smoothest, most precise vector graphic design software available. Whether you're
working on branding, concept art, print projects, icons, UI, UX, or web mock ups, Affinity Designer will revolutionise how
you work, on macOS and Windows.
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